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ht into the shaping of MOFs and
its impact on CO2 capture performance†

Supriyo Naskar, a Dong Fan,a Aziz Ghoufi bc and Guillaume Maurin *a

The traditional synthesis method produces microcrystalline powdered MOFs, which prevents direct

implementation in real-world applications which demand strict control of shape, morphology and

physical properties. Therefore, shaping of MOFs via the use of binders is of paramount interest for their

practical use in gas adsorption/separation, catalysis, sensors, etc. However, so far, the binders have been

mostly selected by trial-and-error without anticipating the adhesion between the MOF and binder

components to ensure the processability of homogeneous and mechanically stable shaped MOFs and

the impact of the shaping on the intrinsic properties of the MOFs has been overlooked. Herein, we

deliver a first systematic multiscale computational exploration of MOF/binder composites by selecting

CALF-20, a prototypical MOF for real application in the field of CO2 capture, and a series of binders that

cover a rather broad spectrum of properties in terms of rigidity/flexibility, porosity, and chemical

functionality. The adhesion between the two components and hence the effectiveness of the shaping as

well as the impact of the overall porosity of the CALF-20/binder on the CO2/N2 selectivity, CO2 sorption

capacity and kinetics was analyzed. Shaping of CALF-20 by carboxymethyl cellulose was predicted to

enable a fair compromise between excellent adhesion between the two components, whilst maintaining

high CO2/N2 selectivity, large CO2 uptake and CO2 transport as fast as in the CALF-20. This multiscale

computational tool paves the way towards the selection of an appropriate binder to achieve an optimum

shaping of a given MOF in terms of processability whilst maintaining its high level of performance.
Introduction

Constructed from the assembly of metal ions/clusters with
organic linkers, the so-calledmetal–organic frameworks (MOFs)
have emerged as a novel class of porous materials with attrac-
tiveness owing to their high tunability in terms of topology/
porosity and broad chemical diversity.1–8 MOFs are promising
candidates in different applications including gas storage,
separation technologies, chemical sensing, catalysis, biomedi-
cine andmolecular electronics among others.9–16 However, most
MOF materials have been synthesized so far as small micron-
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size crystals with limited packing densities.17–20 Specic crystal
size, suitable three-dimensional shape, uniform morphology,
and high mechanical strength are the key ingredients for real-
world applications which MOF in powdered form usually
lacks. Also, the pulverulent nature of powdered MOFs is a severe
drawback for further applications in terms of the low mass
transfer rate sometimes associated with a poor recyclability and
low volumetric adsorption efficiency.18,21 Therefore, successful
deployment of this family of porous materials at the industrial
level requires the engineering of MOF powders into well-shaped
three-dimensional bodies while maintaining their inherent
physical and chemical properties.

Substantial efforts have been made over the last few years to
shape MOFs into lms, pellets, spherical beads, foam, monolith
granules, hollow structures, and honeycomb monoliths among
others.22–24 This has been realized by using a wide range of strat-
egies including mechanical compression, granulation, extrusion,
layer-by-layer decomposition and sol–gel methods.18,25,26 Most of
these shaping approaches have been inspired by the knowledge
gained on shaping of conventional porous materials like zeolites
or activated carbons. One of the most common shaping proce-
dures is the mechanical pressure-induced pelletization.27–30

However, this strategy severely impacts the crystallinity and
textural properties of the pristineMOFs since the applied pressure
narrows down the intermolecular voids, most of the time leads to
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10435–10445 | 10435
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amorphization and can even collapse the frameworks in some
extreme cases. Deriving MOF monoliths via layer-by-layer
decomposition or the sol–gel method is another approach
which has also drawn prominent attention;23,24 however, this
process is not optimum owing to its operating complexity, time-
scale of gel formation, limited mechanical robustness and
complicated scalable fabrication.

Alternatively, another shaping strategy has emerged where
the MOF powder crystal is hybridized with external substrates,
called binders, i.e., synthetic polymers in most cases, as well as
ceramics, and nanoparticles, among others.23,24 The resulting
shaped materials in different forms (pellets, extrudates, etc.),
commonly referred to as composites, offer potentially many
advantages, e.g., high mechanical stability and improved
processability.25,31–33 So far, the binders associated with MOFs
have been mostly selected by analogy with what has been
considered for the inorganic zeolite materials.34,35 Indeed, only
a few commercially available binders have been tested and this
choice has been mostly made by trial-and-error without antici-
pating (i) the nature of the MOF/binder interfaces that are of key
importance for controlling the adhesion between the two
components to ensure the processability of homogeneous and
mechanically stable shaped MOFs and (ii) the structuring of the
resulting composites, in particular, the pore network struc-
turing at the MOF/binder interface that can play a pivotal role in
the molecular adsorption and diffusion in the overall hybrid
systems. Furthermore, understanding/rational analysis of the
impact of the MOF shaping on its adsorption/separation
performance compared to the powdered MOF has been over-
looked. Indeed, the priority challenge for the MOF community
is currently to promote this family of porous materials at the
application level and many key applications at the industrial
level require shaped materials to make decisive progress on the
application side. Typically, our recent perspective article high-
lights the urgent need for precise control over MOF shaping to
boost the integration of this class of materials in different
practical applications.36 Therefore, the challenge remains to
select a priori optimum binders for shaping a given MOF with
the objectives of ensuring good compatibility between the two
components and maintaining a level of performance as close as
possible to that of its powdered form for the target applica-
tion.37,38 This holds particularly true for the exploitation of MOF
sorbents in industrial CO2 capture adsorption processes, e.g.,
pressure swing adsorption (PSA) technology, that require sha-
ped porous solids. To address this challenge, an unprecedented
in-depth microscopic insight into the MOF/binder composite
systems is required. As a proof-of-concept, our proposed mul-
tiscale computational approach integrating quantum
calculation-based density functional theory (DFT) and force
eld molecular dynamics (MD) and Monte Carlo (MC) simula-
tions was trained on the shaping of the prototypical Calgary
Framework 20 (CALF-20) MOF. This MOF made of 1,2,4-tri-
azolate bridged zinc(II) layers pillared by oxalate ions has been
demonstrated recently as a benchmark CO2 selective sorbent
owing to its exceptionally high CO2/N2 selectivity and large CO2

uptake under working conditions.39,40 The shaping of this highly
chemically stable and easily scalable MOF has been achieved
10436 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10435–10445
with the use of a single binder, i.e., polysulfone; however, there
is an associated loss of CO2 sorption capacity as compared to its
powdered form (about 20% loss).39 This small pore MOF was
selected to systematically assess the impact of the nature of the
binders on the MOF/binder interfacial structuring and on the
thermodynamic CO2/N2 separation and CO2 kinetics perfor-
mance of the resulting composite. Indeed, four different poly-
meric binders – carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC),41 poly(vinyl
acetate) (PVA),42 poly(vinyl butyral) (PVB),43 and poly(vinyl
alcohol) (PVOH)44 – were considered on account of their
commercial availability, fabrication simplicity and their
previous uses for shaping a range of porous materials. Further,
these polymers cover a rather broad diversity in terms of
rigidity/exibility, porosity, and chemical functionality and this
offers an opportunity to identify the features of the binder that
most impact the nano-structuring and adsorption properties of
the resulting MOF composites. Our multiscale computational
approach was therefore deployed to construct in silico atomistic
models for all composites and rst gain insight into the MOF/
binder composite in terms of interfacial interactions and
structuring to assess the compatibility of the two components
and hence the effectiveness of the shaping. An in-depth analysis
of the overall porosity of the CALF-20/binder composite and its
impact on the CO2/N2 selectivity as well as its CO2 sorption
capacity and CO2 kinetics was further conducted. Shaping of
CALF-20 by CMC was predicted to enable a compromise
between good adhesion between the two components whilst
maintaining high CO2/N2 selectivity, large CO2 uptake and CO2

transport as fast as in the CALF-20 MOF. From a broader
perspective, our computational toolbox is expected to guide the
experimental effort towards the selection of an appropriate
binder to achieve an optimum shaping of a given MOF in terms
of processability whilst maintaining a high level of selectivity.
Computational methodology

In this section, we present the methodology encompassing
quantum calculation-based density functional theory and force
eld-based molecular dynamics that was employed to construct
the atomistic models of both the binders and CALF-20 surface,
along with CALF-20/binder composites. We also equally
describe the details of the force eld Monte Carlo and molec-
ular dynamics approaches that were used to explore the gas
adsorption and diffusion in these systems.
Construction of the polymeric binder models

The chemical structure of the constitutive monomers for the four
binders (CMC, PVA, PVOH and PVB) is shown in Fig. 1a. The
construction of the each of the individual atomistic binder
models was accomplished by applying an in silico polymerization
procedure as implemented in the Polymatic code.45 The force-
eld parameters as well as the atomic partial charges for CMC,
PVA and PVOH were considered from previous works46–48 and are
provided in the ESI (Tables S1–S3†). Regarding PVB, the non-
bonded Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters were taken from the
TRAPPE united-atom force-eld49,50 as listed in Table S4† while
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Atomistic models of binders built by force field molecular dynamics simulations. (a) Nature of the constitutive monomers of all binders. (b)
Schematic illustration of 1 long chain of PVOH. (c) Atomistic models for all binders after MD equilibration. Carbon, oxygen and hydrogen atoms
are represented by cyan, red and white spheres respectively. The continuous media depicts the porosity of the binder. Different colors represent
different pore diameters as shown in the scale. (d) Time evolution of the density of the binders during the 21-step equilibrium MD simulations
with different pressure regions shown in different colors (see methods and ref. 73 for more details about the equilibration of the binder density).
(e) Pore size distribution of all equilibrated binders.

Edge Article Chemical Science
the bonded parameters were considered from the GAFF force-
eld51 in a similar way to that previously implemented for other
binder models. The partial charges for PVB were dened starting
with the monomer rst geometry optimized using the PBE
functional and the 6-31+G(d,p) basis set as implemented in the
Gaussian soware.52 The corresponding CHELPG charges for the
monomer were assessed53 and listed in Table S4.† Details about
the force-eld and charges for all the binders can be found in the
ESI (Fig. S1–S4 and Tables S1–S4†). Since most of the commer-
cially shaped sorbent implies the use of 10–25 wt% binder,21

atomistic models were made of a polydisperse mixture of chains
each containing from 10 to 50 monomers associated with a total
mass of the binder required to achieve about 20 wt% in theMOF–
binder composite. In order to ensure that the conclusions drawn
on the MOF/binder composite constructed above are chain size
and dispersity independent, additional simulations with
different chain length distributions and system sizes have been
conducted (Tables S5–S7, Fig. S5 and S6†).
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The binder models were subjected to 21MD step simulations
with seven cycles of three MD simulations performed in NVT (T
= 600 K), NVT (T = 300 K) and NPT (T = 300 K) ensembles. The
value of the pressure in the NPT simulations was increased from
1 bar to 50 kbar in the rst three cycles out of the seven cycles
and then gradually decreased until it reached ambient pressure.
Temperature and pressure were regulated by the Nosé-Hoover
thermostat and barostat,54,55 respectively. The coupling constant
of both the thermostat and barostat was 0.1 ps. The time step of
the simulation was chosen to be 1 fs. These MD simulations
were performed using the LAMMPS simulation soware.56

Fig. 1b reports an illustration of the equilibrated binder models
along with the evolution of their density during the 21 step MD
simulations as reported in Fig. 1c.

MOF surface generation

CALF-20 crystal structure. The pristine CALF-20 structure
was rst geometry optimized at the density functional theory
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10435–10445 | 10437
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(DFT) level, as implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP, 5.4.4 version).57 The projector augmented wave
(PAW) method was utilized to describe the electron–ion inter-
action.58 The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) Per-
dew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)59 functional and the electron wave
functions were expanded using the plane waves with an energy
cutoff of 520 eV. The DFT-D3 method of Grimme van der Waals
correction was used to account for the long-range interactions.60

The convergence of the total energy and the force between
atoms were set to 10−5 eV and 0.01 eV Å−1, respectively. The
Brillouin zone was integrated with the Gaussian smearing
method by using a smearing width of 0.02 eV. A G-centered
Monkhorst–Pack k-mesh with a size of 3 × 3× 3 was applied for
the corresponding unit cell of CALF-20 structure.61 All atomic
positions and lattice parameters were fully relaxed by using the
conjugate gradient algorithm. The resulting DFT-optimized cell
parameters were found to be in good agreement with the cor-
responding experimental data as reported in Table S9.†

CALF-20 surface slab models. To identify the MOF surface
with the lowest energy, three surface models were cleaved from
the DFT-optimized CALF-20 crystal structure along the [100],
[101] and [110] crystallographic planes (Fig. 2a–d). These
models are ∼50 Å in length along the z direction (∼5 times the
cell size), which ensured that no interaction between the
surfaces takes place in this direction. A vacuum box of 20 Å z-
length was also added to avoid interactions between the slab
and its periodic images in this direction. We also ensured that
the net dipole moment is zero in the z-direction for all these
Fig. 2 DFT-optimized CALF-20 bulk structure and CALF-20 surface alon
molecular dynamics simulations. (a) DFT optimized structure of CALF-20
colors red, green and blue represent the planes with Miller indices [110
optimized CALF-20 slab surfaces. (e) Atomic density profile of the CALF
surface. A representative illustration of the CALF-20/CMC composite is pr
at Z = 0 at the center of the box. Color scheme: Zn, orange; O, red; N,

10438 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10435–10445
slab models by rebuilding the surface accordingly. Theoreti-
cally, a wide range of surface types can be considered for a given
MOF, including CALF-20. However, practically, only specic
surface congurations are plausible and/or of interest. In the
case of CALF-20, we focused our attention onMOF surfaces with
channels exposed to the binders and subsequently to guest
molecule adsorption/diffusion in the context of the applica-
tions. Indeed, the MOF surfaces exposed along the channels are
those corresponding to the [100], [101], and [110] crystallo-
graphic planes that motivated our choice to restrict our studies
to these 3 MOF surface slab models. All slab surfaces were
terminated with water coordinated to Zn metals exposed at the
CALF-20 surface in a similar way to how we previously pro-
ceeded to construct the slab models for UiO-66(Zr).62 Water
molecules were chosen as a model solvent used in the MOF
synthesis.39 There is no direct experimental evidence available
regarding the surface termination state of CALF-20. Herein, we
chose a water termination of the MOF surface because the
structured CALF-20 was formed by solvent/water exchange.39

Indeed, it is highly probable that when we cut the slab models,
the metal (Zn) sites exposed at the MOF surface are coordinated
to water. This current strategy has already been applied to
a series of MOF slab models for which water was used as solvent
for the synthesis.63,64 These MOF surface models were then DFT-
geometry-optimized using the Quickstep module of the CP2K
soware65 with the same level of theory and parameters as the
optimization of the bulk CALF-20. This choice was made since
CP2K is known to be particularly well-suited for handling the
g with the composite combining the binders constructed by force field
with different surface cuts shown with a continuous plane. Planes with
], [101] and [100], respectively. (b–d) Illustration of the different DFT-
-20/binder composite plotted along the direction normal to the MOF
esented in the top panel of the figure with the CALF-20 surface located
blue; C, cyan; H, white; Na, green.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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geometry optimization of large systems. Typically, we checked
that the geometric features of the DFT-optimized CALF-20-[100]
surface model obtained using both codes are identical (see
Table S11†).

The surface energy Esurface for eachMOF slabmodel was then
calculated using the following equation:

Esurface ¼ ½Eslab �Nslabsbulk�
2A

where Eslab is the total energy of the slab model, Nslab is the total
number of atoms in the slab model, A is area of the top or
bottom face of the slab, and sbulk is the energy in the bulk
crystal (energy per atom).

The atomic partial charges of each slab surface were calcu-
lated using the density derived electrostatic and chemical
(DDEC6) method as implemented in the CHARGEMOL
module.66,67 The x- and y-dimensions of the resulting slab
surface model were then expanded ve times for further pro-
cessing the construction of the MOF/binder composites at the
force eld level. The universal force-eld (UFF) parameters68

were selected to dene the bonded and non-bonded terms of
the MOF slab model. The force-eld parameters of the MOF can
be found in the ESI (Table S10†). Notably, a few equilibrium
bond length parameters (Zn–O and Zn–N) of the UFF were
tuned to ensure an excellent correspondence between the mean
value of the bond distances, bending angles, and dihedral
angles of the MD-equilibrated MOF slab structure and the cor-
responding geometric features obtained for the DFT optimized
structure (Table S11†). The use of such a force eld was
demonstrated previously to lead to reliable structure models for
many porous solids, including MOFs which do not contain any
open metal sites37,69 as is the case for all CALF-20 bulk and
surface slab models used in this work.

Construction of the MOF–binder composite

In order to bring the binders into contact with the MOF, rst,
the simulation box of the binder was reshaped in the x- and y-
dimensions to match the lattice parameters of the CALF-20
surface model. The binder coordinates were also unwrapped
in the z direction, and the polymer was added on top of theMOF
surface so that the z direction of the polymer is perpendicular to
the MOF surface. Next, the resulting composite was subjected to
21 MD simulation cycles in the NVT and NPzT ensembles as
described above for the construction of the binder model (Table
S13†). During this procedure, the MOF framework was kept
rigid such that it acts as a piston on the binder and pressure was
only applied in the z direction as the system expands/
compresses only in this direction. This methodology that has
been applied to create a series of MOF/polymer
composites37,70–73 enables an effective equilibration of the
binder model at the MOF surface leading to a well-packed MOF/
binder interface structuring. Three statistically independent
MD simulations for each MOF/binder composite were per-
formed for 20 ns and the geometric features of the composites
were averaged over the last 10 ns of these 3 MD trajectories. In
these MD simulations, the interaction between the binder and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the MOF was taken as a summation of coulombic and LJ
potential contributions, with cross interaction parameters
computed according to the Lorentz–Berthelot mixing rules.4 All
the MD simulations were performed using the LAMMPS so-
ware package.56
Gas adsorption and diffusion simulations

Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations were per-
formed to assess the single component CO2, CH4, and N2

adsorption isotherms and the binary mixture of CO2 : N2 (molar
concentration ratio of 15 : 85) of CALF-20 and its binder-based
composites at 300 K in the pressure range of 0.001 to 5 bar.
The GCMC simulations were performed with Complex
Adsorption and Diffusion Simulation Suite (CADSS) code74 with
107 steps of equilibration followed by 107 steps of production
run for each point in the adsorption isotherm. CO2 was
modeled by a 3-site linear rigid LJ model,75 CH4 described by
a single-site LJ model,49 and N2 treated as a 3-site linear rigid LJ
model76 – two sites for the nitrogen atoms and a third ctitious
site for their center of mass. Short-range interactions were
truncated at a cutoff radius of 12.5 Å. The long-range electro-
static interactions were handled using the Ewald summation
technique.77 The fugacity required for GCMC simulations was
obtained from the Peng–Robinson equation of state78 and
adsorption enthalpies were computed using a revised Widom's
test particle insertion method.79

The self-diffusivity of CO2 was further assessed in the CALF-20/
CMC composite using equilibrium MD simulations. The initial
conguration for the CO2 loaded composite was generated by
GCMC simulations performed for the single component adsorp-
tion of CO2 at 1 bar and 300 K. Three statistically independent 200
ns long MD simulations were performed in the NVT ensemble,
and the corresponding mean-square displacement (MSD) was
calculated by using the following relation: MSD = hjr(t) − r(0)j2i,
where h.i indicates the average over all the CO2 molecules and
time origins and r(0) and r(t) are the reference position and the
position of themolecule at time t, respectively. Self-diffusivity was
then evaluated by using Einstein's relation80 applied to the linear
region of the MSD vs. time plot.
Results and discussion

The in silico constructed atomistic models for the four binders
are illustrated in Fig. 1c along with their resulting densities
averaged over the MD run (Fig. 1d) that match well with their
corresponding experimental values given in Table S7.† Typi-
cally, our simulated CMC model exhibits a density of 1.72 ±

0.005 g cm−3 which lies within the range of values (1.6 g cm−3 to
1.7 g cm−3) reported previously for different humidity and
temperature conditions as well as diverse counterions.41,81

Furthermore, the bulk and Young's moduli calculated for all
binder models agree well with their corresponding experi-
mental data (see Table S8†). Next, we analyzed the porosity of
these binder atomistic models with Fig. 1e representing their
pore size distributions. While the rigid-like and dense binder
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10435–10445 | 10439
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CMC was demonstrated to exhibit pores spanning up to 6–7 Å,
the other 3 binders, i.e., PVB, PVA and PVOH, show very limited
porosity (pores below 3 Å) hardly accessible by most of the
common gas molecules. Poly-vinyl derivatives i.e., PVA, PVB,
and PVOH are known to be very dense polymers and possess
very low intrinsic porosity as described in the previous litera-
ture.82 Incorporating higher amounts of poly-vinyl derivatives in
a composite generally yields a polymer matrix that is both
highly dense and mechanically stable, owing to the low porosity
and strong adhesive properties of these derivatives. On the
other hand, the high porosity of CMC is a consequence of its
highly branched and negatively charged polymer structure,
which results in a three-dimensional network of voids and
channels in aqueous solutions.46 This network is further
enhanced by the hydrophilic nature of the carboxymethyl
groups, which allows CMC to absorb large amounts of water
and increase its porosity.46 This overall experimental–theoret-
ical agreement validates the intra-molecular and inter-
molecular force eld parameters selected to describe this
series of binders.

Illustrative snapshots of the bulk CALF-20 and the different
DFT-optimized MOF surface slabs considered in this work are
provided in Fig. 2a–d. The [100] surface of CALF-20 was found to
be the most energetically stable one (Table S12†) and therefore
selected as a representative slab model for this MOF. The
Fig. 3 Nano-structuring of the CALF-20/binder interface and interacti
distribution functions (RDFs) between the different chemical groups of t
oxygen and hydrogen of the Zn-coordinated water are denoted by Ow an
the figure. (e and f) Illustration of the predominant interfacial interaction
interaction energy calculated between the CALF-20 surface and all bind
the carboxymethyl groups of CMC at the interface of the composite and
binder composites. (j) Color mapping of the porosity at the interface of

10440 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10435–10445
surface of the MOF slab features outermost atoms of Zn coor-
dinated to water molecules as well as exposed C–H groups of the
1,2,4-triazole that can both serve as potential anchoring sites for
the binders. The surface contains small pockets that exist
between consecutive water molecules, resulting in a “zig-zag”
like structure. This structuring has the potential to aid the
binder in optimally gripping the surface of the MOF. An illus-
tration of the resulting geometry of the MOF surface is provided
in Fig. S7.†

This MOF surface slab model was further combined with the
different binders to create the corresponding composites by
applying the force eld-based MD methodology described
above. An illustration of the MD-constructed atomistic model
for the CALF-20/CMC composite is provided in Fig. 2e along
with the density prole for all composites plotted along the
direction normal to the MOF surface, namely the z-axis. In this
representation, CALF-20 is located at the center of the simula-
tion box with the binder on the le and right (see the corre-
sponding illustration in Fig. 2e). We can observe that the atomic
density of the binders uctuates around a mean value at both
ends of the simulation box in the region marked in cyan. In the
proximity of the CALF-20 surface the atomic density of all
binders decays to zero and we can dene a zone where the
binder and the MOF atoms overlap (pink region) due to the
partial penetration of the binder into the MOF pocket. The
ons in play revealed by molecular dynamics simulations. (a–d) Radial
he binder with the Zn-coordinated water molecules of CALF-20. The
d Hw respectively. The atom type of the binder is shown in the inset of
s in (e) CALF-20/CMC and (f) CALF-20/PVOH. (g) Total non-bonded
ers in the corresponding composites. (h) Dihedral angle distribution of
in the bulk region. (i) Pore size distribution of the interfaces of all MOF/
the CALF-20/CMC composite.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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associated overlap length was demonstrated to be a reliable
metric to assess the affinity between the MOF and polymer in
our previous studies on MOF/polymer mixed matrix
membranes.62,73 Table S14† summarizes the corresponding
MOF/binder overlap length for all composites. This set of data
evidence that CALF-20/CMC followed by CALF-20/PVOH shows
overlap length signicantly longer compared to the composites
based on PVA and PVB. Although the CMC backbone is globally
rigid, this binder can adopt a conformation in such a way that
its carboxymethyl and –OH groups are enabled to interact
strongly with the terminal Zn-coordinated water molecules
which is at the origin of the relatively large overlap length. The
sharp peak at 1.7 Å present in the radial distribution function
(RDF) calculated between the hydroxyl groups of CMC and the
oxygen atoms of the coordinated water at the CALF-20 surface
conrms the existence of strong hydrogen-bond type interac-
tions at the MOF/binder interface. Similarly, the –OH groups of
the more exible PVOH binder establish strong hydrogen bonds
with the terminal Zn-coordinated water molecules which can be
seen also from the RDF peak at a distance of around 1.6–1.7 Å.
Illustrations of these interfacial MOF/binder interactions are
shown in Fig. 3e and f. On the other hand, PVA and PVB binders
do not contain any specic interacting sites resulting in a short
MOF/binder overlap length. The rst peak of the RDF of the
methyl groups for both binders with the coordinated water
molecules at the MOF surface lies within a distance of around 4
Å (Fig. 3b and c). Additional RDFs plotted between different
MOF/binder atom pairs provided in the ESI (Fig. S9–S12†)
conrmed this observation. We further assessed the interaction
energy between the CALF-20 MOF surface and each binder in
the composites from the equilibrium MD simulations (Fig. 3g).
The corresponding data conrms that the CALF-20/CMC and
Fig. 4 Single component and binary mixture adsorption in the CALF-20/
adsorption isotherms of CO2, CH4 and N2 in all composites at 300 K. (e) C
pristine CALF-20. (f) Simulated CO2/N2 [15 : 85] thermodynamic selectivi
GCMC representative snapshot showing the location of CO2 and N2 ads

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
CALF-20/PVOH composites are much more stabilized than the
other composites, in line with the stronger hydrogen bond
interactions at the MOF/binder interfaces as depicted by the
RDF plots (Fig. 3a–d) and the larger MOF/binder overlap lengths
discussed above (Table S14†). One intriguing feature is the
adaptability of the rigid CMC binder to conform to the shape of
the CALF-20 surface to favour optimum interfacial MOF/binder
interactions. To gain further insight into the CMC structural
behavior at the vicinity of the MOF surface, we analyzed the
interfacial exibility of its carboxymethyl groups by calculating
the associated dihedral angle distribution averaged over the MD
runs (inset of Fig. 3h and S13†). Compared to the bulk phase,
the dihedral angle distribution of the interfacial CMC shows
sharper peaks which signies that the binder in the interfacial
region becomes more rigid owing to the formation of a large
number of hydrogen bonds. This directs CMC to tune its
conformation compared to its bulk geometry thanks to the
exibility of its carboxymethyl groups in order to establish
a good adhesion to the CALF-20 surface.

The pore size distribution of the overlap regions of the CALF-
20/binder composite was further explored as illustrated in
Fig. 3i. All composites show pores with size ranging from 3 to 4
Å except CALF-20/CMC that exhibits pores spanning up to 7 Å,
in line with the intrinsic larger porosity of the CMC binder as
bulk compared to the others. This interfacial pore structuring of
CALF-20/CMC is expected to increase the overall CO2 uptake of
the composite and importantly to act as an effective bridge for
fast diffusion of CO2 from the binder to the MOF to prevent
adsorption kinetic issues which is of utmost importance once
shaped MOFs are required in the sorption-based process.

Grand canonical Monte Carlo (GCMC) simulations were
further performed to predict the single component adsorption
binder composites by Monte Carlo simulations. (a–d) GCMC simulated
o-adsorption isotherm of CO2/N2 [15 : 85] at 300 K in CALF-20/CMC vs.
ty as a function of pressure for CALF-20/CMC vs. pristine CALF-20. (g)
orbed in the CALF-20/CMC composite at 300 K and 1 bar.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10435–10445 | 10441



Fig. 5 CO2 diffusion in the CALF-20/CMC composite by molecular dynamics simulations. (a) Mean-squared displacement of CO2 in CALF-20/
CMC for loading at 1 bar and 300 K. (b) Illustration of the diffusion mechanism with the CO2 pathway along the three directions in CALF-20.
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isotherms at 300 K for all MOF/binder composites (Fig. 4a–d)
with force eld parameters for both MOF/gas and binder/gas
interactions that have been initially validated by a good agree-
ment between the experimental and simulated adsorption
isotherms for CO2, N2 and CH4 in CALF-20 as well as in the four
binders (see Fig. S15 and S16†). Fig. 4 shows that the amount of
CO2 adsorbed at 1 bar and 300 K is slightly larger for CALF-20/
CMC (2.52 mmol g−1) vs. CALF-20/PVA (2.4 mmol g−1), CALF-
20/PVB (2.4 mmol g−1) and CALF-20/PVOH (2.38 mmol g−1)
composites, in line with the higher porosity of CMC that enables
it to adsorb a slightly larger amount of CO2 molecules in the
binder region as well as at the MOF/CALF-20 interface as illus-
trated in Fig. S17.† Further, the CO2 uptake of the CALF-20 crystal
at 1 bar and 300 K, found to be 2.79 mmol g−1, guarantees that
binders maintain the adsorption properties of the pristine CALF-
20. The steeper CO2 adsorption isotherms calculated for all MOF/
binder composites compared to the corresponding data for CH4

and N2 suggest that shaping of CALF-20 with these four binders
maintains the intrinsic highest CO2 affinity of CALF-20. Typically,
this was conrmed by the much higher calculated adsorption
enthalpy for CO2 (−38.9 kJ mol−1) vs. CH4 (−27 kJ mol−1) and N2

(−22 kJ mol−1) for CALF-20/CMC, in line with the energetics
simulated for CALF-20 (CO2 (−36.1 kJ mol−1) vs. CH4 (−24.7 kJ
mol−1) and N2 (−20.5 kJ mol−1)).

Decisively, the CALF-20/CMC composite was further
demonstrated by our CO2/N2 [15 : 85] binary mixture GCMC
simulations to maintain the very high CO2/N2 selectivity of the
pristine CALF-20 as shown in Fig. 4f. A representative snapshot
of the co-adsorption scenario provided in Fig. 4g highlights that
the CMC region hosts only CO2 while a few N2 molecules co-
exist with CO2 in the CALF-20 region. Interestingly, we can
also see that the interfacial region hosts additional CO2 mole-
cules. The CO2 molecules were shown to interact strongly with
the hydroxyl groups of CMC and the coordinated water mole-
cules present at the CALF-20 surface with characteristic OCO2

–

HCMC(OH) and CCO2
–HCALF-20(H2O) distances of 1.9 and 2.9 Å,

respectively, as revealed by the corresponding RDF plots and
illustrative snapshots (Fig. S17 and S18†). This overall
10442 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 10435–10445
observation emphasizes that the CO2/N2 selectivity remains
comparable in the CALF-20/CMC composite vs. MOF itself
(Fig. 4f).

We nally examined the CO2 kinetics in the CALF-20/CMC
composite initially loaded by GCMC simulations performed at
1 bar and 300 K. The MSD for CO2 averaged over 3 independent
MD trajectories is plotted as a function of the simulation time in
Fig. 5a. The self-diffusion coefficient (Ds) obtained from the
linear regime of this MSD plot is found to be 3 × 10−12 m2 s−1

(±10−15). This value is similar to the Ds simulated for CO2

diffusing in CALF-20 (2.9 × 10−12 m2 s−1 (±10−15)) (Fig. S19†).
Interestingly, this observation emphasizes that shaping of
CALF-20 with CMC is not expected to slow down the CO2

transport in the overall composite which is of utmost impor-
tance for the target separation application. We further analyzed
the diffusion path of CO2 in the composite schematically as
illustrated in Fig. 5b. CO2 was found to follow a standard
Fickian diffusion regime in both CMC and CALF-20 regions as
well as in the interfacial zone since both components exhibit
pore sizes large enough to enable CO2 to diffuse. In the MOF
region, we have observed that CO2 can diffuse in the 3 direc-
tions moving from one channel to another since the separating
pore aperture size (∼5 Å) enables sterically this jump for CO2.
Conclusions

Shaping of MOF CALF-20 using binders was systematically
assessed via molecular simulations integrating DFT and force
eld molecular dynamics/Monte Carlo calculations which
enabled analysis all the way from the building of atomistic
composite models to the exploration of their gas adsorption and
diffusion properties. Atomistic models of four different binders
were rst constructed and validated by means of experimental
data including density, mechanical properties and porosity. The
most energetically stable slab surface of the MOF CALF-20 was
further identied and combined with this series of binders to
construct atomistic models for the corresponding composites.
An in-depth structural and porosity analysis of these composites
revealed that the CMC-based composite had the best adhesion
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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between the MOF and the binder owing to strong interfacial
hydrogen bond interactions between its OH-group and the
coordinated water at the MOF surface along with the exibility
of the carboxymethyl group that enables CMC to conform to the
shape of the MOF surface. This CALF-20/CMC was further
demonstrated to maintain a thermodynamic CO2/N2 selectivity
as high as that of the pristine CALF-20 while CO2 diffusion was
proven to be dominated by transport in CALF-20 with the binder
playing no detrimental role in the gas kinetics. This computa-
tional prediction paves the way towards the optimum shaping
of one of themost advancedMOFs envisioned for real industrial
applications. From a broader perspective, our conclusions are
expected to guide the experimental effort towards the selection
of an appropriate binder to achieve an optimum shaping of
a given MOF in terms of processability whilst maintaining
a high level of performance. Furthermore, beyond the proof-of-
concept delivered on the benchmark CALF-20 MOF, the multi-
scale methodology presented in this manuscript is fully trans-
ferable to any MOFs, zeolites and other porous materials for
which shaping is also of key importance for many applications
including pressure swing adsorption processes for the separa-
tion of many gases.
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